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Compensation of gradient-induced magnetic field perturbations
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Abstract

Pulsed magnetic field gradients are essential for MR imaging and localized spectroscopy applications. However, besides the desired
linear field gradients, pulsed currents in a strong external magnetic field also generate unwanted effects like eddy currents, gradient coil
vibrations and acoustic noise. While the temporal magnetic field perturbations associated with eddy currents lead to spectral line shape
distortions and signal loss, the vibration-related modulations lead to anti-symmetrical sidebands of any large signal (i.e. water), thereby
obliterating the signals from low-concentration metabolites. Here the measurement, characterization and compensation of vibration-
related magnetic field perturbations is presented. Following a quantitative evaluation of the various temporal components of the main
magnetic field, a digital B0 magnetic field waveform is generated which reduces all temporal variations of the main magnetic field to
within the spectral noise level.
� 2008 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Pulsed magnetic field gradients are an essential part of
almost all MRI and localized MRS methods. However,
the generation of magnetic field gradients requires time-
varying currents which, in the presence of a strong external
magnetic field, can lead to a number of unwanted effects
like eddy currents [1–3], gradient coil vibrations [4] and
acoustic noise [5–7]. Eddy currents are a manifestation of
Faraday’s law of induction in which a time-varying mag-
netic field will induce a current in any nearby conducting
structure, like the cryostat. The magnetic field associated
with the eddy currents will oppose the effect of the applied
time-varying magnetic field. The effects of eddy currents
can typically be seen as line shape distortions and signal
loss in MRS [8,9] and geometric distortion in MRI [10].
Since the effects of eddy currents are well-recognized, all
commercial MR systems are equipped with exponential
B0 compensation and gradient pre-emphasis circuits on
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the gradient input signal in order to minimize the eddy cur-
rent effects on the gradient output signal [1–3].

Gradient coil vibrations and acoustic noise are caused
by Lorentz forces acting on the gradient coil windings dur-
ing a time-varying current [4]. The gradient coil windings,
and as a consequence the entire gradient coil former, are
deformed during a gradient pulse and relax back to their
original state in an damped, oscillatory fashion [4]. While
the exact mechanism is not well understood, the gradient
coil vibrations do lead to damped sinusoidal perturbations
of the main magnetic field B0. The temporal variations in
B0 lead to phase variations in the acquired NMR signal
which, following Fourier transformation, result in spurious
resonances (‘sidebands’) symmetrically positioned around
NMR resonances. Since the vibration-related sidebands
typically only represent a small fraction (0–2%) of the
NMR resonance, they are normally only visible on large
NMR resonances like water [11] and lipids [12]. However,
despite the relatively small amplitude, vibration-related
sidebands largely prevent non-water-suppressed MRS
and MRSI [11,13–16]. This is because the vibration-related
sidebands typically overwhelm the NMR resonances from
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the low-concentration metabolites. Non-water-suppressed
MRS(I) is generally desirable as the large water resonance
can be used for automated frequency and phase correction,
internal concentration referencing and as an objective mea-
sure for selecting acceptable data from large MRSI data-
sets. However, since the gradient-induced magnetic field
perturbations require tens of milliseconds to decay, non-
water-suppressed MRS(I) only becomes practical at very
long echo-times [17].

Here the measurement, theoretical characterization and
experimental compensation of vibration-related magnetic
field perturbations is presented. While some of the mea-
surements and characterizations have been performed pre-
viously (e.g. [11]), this is the first report that provides a
complete quantification and subsequent hardware-based
compensation of vibration-related sidebands.
Fig. 1. Simulated spectral sidebands caused by damped, sinusoidal
modulation of the main magnetic field. (A) Simulated spectral sideband
for Bvib = 0.25 lT, mvib = 300 Hz, TCvib = 0.1 s and (A1 and A2) /vib = 0
or (A3) p/2. Using an expanded vertical scale, (A2) a second harmonic at
mvib = 2 � 300 Hz = 600 Hz can be seen. (B) Simulated spectral sidebands
for Bvib = 0.25 lT, TCvib = 0.1 s and mvib = n�50 Hz (n = 1–20). The height
of the sidebands is proportional to m�1

vib (gray line).
2. Theory

The phase of any acquired NMR signal can be analyzed
for vibration-related modulations, under the assumption
that the total measured phase can be decomposed into four
separate contributions according to

/totalðtÞ ¼ /0 þ /frequencyðtÞ þ /ECðtÞ þ /vibrationðtÞ ð1Þ

whereby /0 is a constant, zero-order phase offset and
/frequency a linearly varying phase proportional to a fre-
quency offset Dm, i.e. /frequency(t)=2pDmt. /EC represents the
phase evolution from exponentially decaying magnetic field
perturbations associated with eddy currents and is given by:

/ECðtÞ ¼ c
Z t

0

XN

n¼1

BEC;ne�t0=TCEC;n dt0

¼ c
XN

n¼1

BEC;nTCEC;n 1� e�t=TCEC;n
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where BEC,n and TCEC,n are the amplitude (in T) and time
constant (in s) for the temporal magnetic field perturbation
associated with eddy current n. On most MR systems eddy
currents can be compensated up to N = 3 or 4.

Finally, /vibration represents the phase evolution from
magnetic field perturbations associated with vibrations
and deformations of the gradient coils. Based on prior
work [11] and the results presented in this manuscript it
appears reasonable to describe the temporal magnetic field
perturbations as damped sinusoidal functions according to:

BvibrationðtÞ ¼
XN

n¼1

Bvib;n cosð2pmvib;nt þ /vib;nÞe�t=TCvib;n ð3Þ

where Bvib,n, mvib,n, /vib,n and TCvib,n are the amplitude (in
T), frequency (in Hz), initial phase (in radians) and time
constant (in s) for the temporal magnetic field perturbation
associated with vibration n. The phase /vibration is then gi-
ven by:
/vibrationðtÞ ¼ c
XN
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Fig. 1A shows a graphical depiction of a vibration-
related sideband as calculated with Eqs. (3) and (4) for
N = 1, Bvib = 0.25 lT, mvib = 300 Hz, TCvib = 0.1 s and
/vib = 0 or p/2. The primary spectral sidebands appear
with opposite signs at ±300 Hz and an amplitude of circa
0.9% of the on-resonance signal (Fig. 1A1). Changing the
initial phase of the vibration-related phase modulation
directly affects the phase of the spectral sidebands, but
maintains the asymmetrical appearance (Fig. 1A3). While
difficult to prove analytically (due to the presence of inte-
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grals of the form
R

esin x dx), it can readily be shown numer-
ically or approximately through a Taylor series expansion
that sidebands also appear at integer multiples of the pri-
mary vibration frequency (Fig. 1A2). Even order sidebands
typically appear symmetrical around the on-resonance sig-
nal, while the odd order sidebands (including the primary
sidebands) appear anti-symmetrical. Especially for lower
primary vibration frequencies (i.e. <100 Hz) the amplitude
of the second harmonic can be up to a few percent of the
primary sideband.

From Eqs. (3) and (4) it follows that for a constant
amplitude Bvib and time constant TCvib, the efficiency of
generating sidebands at frequency mvib scales proportional
to (1/mvib) (Fig. 1B). This is in good agreement with exper-
imental observations (see Section 4) in which the most
intense vibration-related sidebands are close to the water
resonance.

3. Materials and methods

All experiments were performed on a 4.0 T Magnex
magnet (Magnex Scientific Ltd, Oxford, UK) interfaced
to a Bruker Avance Spectrometer (Bruker Instruments,
Billerica, MA) equipped with Magnex gradients capable
of switching 36 mT/m in 2.0 ms. RF transmission and
Fig. 2. Principle of compensating vibration-related phase modulations. (A) Th
like water allows the calculation of (B) the temporal phase evolution (black line)
(/EC(t)) phase modulations as obtained by least-square fitting (gray line) gives
opposite of the digital waveform approximating the vibration-related phase m
memory of the WFM unit (D). Specific timing controls within the pulse sequen
temporal magnetic field perturbations caused by gradient vibrations.
reception was performed with an 8 cm diameter surface coil
tuned to the proton NMR frequency (170.4 MHz).

Compensation of the temporal phase modulations
in vitro, as well as in vivo, was performed on NMR signals
acquired with a 3D localized NMR sequence based on the
LASER method [18,19]. The LASER method was executed
with an 0.75 ms adiabatic half passage (AHP, tanh/tan
modulation, maximum frequency modulation Dxmax =
50 kHz) pulse for excitation, 6.0 ms adiabatic full passage
(AFP, sech/tanh modulation, Dxmax = 0.833 kHz) pulses
for refocusing and 1.2 ms 33 mT/m magnetic field crusher
gradients, giving a minimum echo-time TE of 100 ms.
The localized volume (15 � 15 � 15 mm = 3.38 mL) was
placed in the magnetic isocenter. Water and metabolite
spectra were acquired with 16 and 256 individually stored
transients (TR = 3000 ms), which allowed frequency align-
ment prior to summation. Where applicable, water sup-
pression was achieved with SWAMP [20], an adiabatic
analog of CHESS [21].

Fig. 2 shows the principle for obtaining accurate digital
compensation of temporal magnetic field distortions. All
calculations were performed in Matlab 6.0 (The Math-
works, Natick, MA) running on a Linux PC. The real
and imaginary parts of the acquired water signal
(Fig. 2A) allow the calculation of a temporally varying
e real (black line) and imaginary (gray line) parts of a strong NMR signal,
. Removing the constant (/0), linear (/frequency(t)) and eddy current-related
(C) the vibration-related phase modulations, /vibration(t) (black line). The
odulations according to Eq. (4) (gray line) is then stored into the local

ce strobe the digital waveform to the B0 amplifier, where it counteracts the
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phase (Fig. 2B) which is typically fitted with /(t)=
/0 + /frequency(t) + /EC(t), with N = 5 for /EC(t). The
phase difference was assumed to be vibration-related phase
modulations (Fig. 2C) and was fitted with /(t)=/vibration(t)
with N = 40–50. The fitted phase modulation was recalcu-
lated as 16-bit data at the time resolution of the waveform
memory (WFM) unit, which was fixed at 50.048 ls. Fol-
lowing scaling for the B0 coil efficiency of 1.25 lT/100%
the digital waveform was transferred to the local memory
of the WFM unit via a Visual Basic loading interface and
a RS232 serial protocol. During the actual experiment, a
pulse sequence command initiated the digital-to-analog
(DAC) conversion of the digital waveform. Following sum-
mation with other B0 magnetic field modulations coming
from the Bruker Gradient Control Unit (BGU-II), the
combined signal was sent to the B0 magnetic field coil.

Characterization of the temporal and spatial phase
modulations in vitro was performed on NMR signals
acquired with a non-localized, pulse-acquire NMR
sequence (250 ls square excitation pulse, TR = 3000 ms)
using a surface coil for transmission and reception. Inher-
ent spatial localization was provided by the small dimen-
sions of the sample (water-filled sphere, radius = 10 mm)
and the surface coil (radius = 8 mm). The pulse-acquire
sequence was extended with a variety of magnetic field gra-
dients prior to excitation (see Section 4 for more details) to
verify the dependence of sidebands on the magnetic field
gradient amplitude and timing. To test the dependence
upon spatial position, the coil/sample assembly could be
shifted in any of the three Cartesian directions.

4. Results

Fig. 3 shows 1H NMR spectra acquired from a 3D local-
ized volume (15 � 15 � 15 mm) in vitro without (gray line)
and with (black line) compensation of gradient-induced
magnetic field perturbations. Since all temporal phase
Fig. 3. In vitro evaluation of WFM-based compensation of vibration-rela
uncompensated eddy currents leads to a distortion of the spectral line shape (gr
the residual eddy current-related phase evolution is canceled, thereby leading
vertical scale 50 times clearly shows the anti-symmetrical sidebands caused
compensating B0 magnetic field modulation as dictated by the digital waveform
noise level (black line).
modulations are compensated, including those from regu-
lar (residual) eddy currents, the spectral line shape signifi-
cantly improves following compensation, closely
approximating the theoretical Lorentzian line shape
(Fig. 3A).

Without compensation strong vibration-related side-
bands are visible at the spectral baseline with amplitudes
as high as 1.5% of the main water signal at 0 Hz
(Fig. 3B). Quantitatively, primary sidebands are present
between 0 and 250 Hz, with typical decay constants of
10–50 ms and typical amplitudes of 0–0.4 lT. The highest
vibration-related amplitude of 0.8 lT was encountered
for the signal at circa 200 Hz. Significant vibration-related
sidebands with amplitudes >0.1 lT were routinely
observed for frequencies as high as 1.5 kHz. Therefore, in
order to obtain satisfactory compensation, the temporal
phase evolution was typically fitted with 40–50 damped
sinusoids. Following compensation of vibration-related
magnetic field perturbations (Fig. 3B, black line) the side-
bands have been reduced to below the spectral noise level.

Fig. 4 shows localized 1H NMR spectra acquired from
the human occipital cortex at 4 T. Besides some minor
residual line broadening from magnetic field inhomogene-
ity, the water resonance (Fig. 4A) is characterized by line
shape distortions caused by residual, uncompensated eddy
currents. Without water suppression the baseline is domi-
nated by vibration-related sidebands (Fig. 4B), making reli-
able detection of metabolite resonances difficult. When the
same NMR pulse sequence is executed in conjunction with
damped sinusoidal B0 compensation, the water resonance
is characterized by a well-defined Lorentzian line shape
(Fig. 4C). Furthermore, the vibration-related sidebands
have been suppressed to below the spectral noise level, thus
allowing direct detection of metabolite resonances
(Fig. 4D). While the large water resonance and the associ-
ated sidebands can also be suppressed by water suppression
techniques, the metabolite line shape distortions remain
ted magnetic field perturbations. (A) Residual phase evolution due to
ay line). When the digital waveform is played out during signal acquisition,

to a near-perfect Lorentzian line shape (black line). (B) Expanding the
by vibration-related phase evolution (gray line). In the presence of a
stored in the WFM unit, the sidebands are reduced to within the spectral



Fig. 4. In vivo evaluation of WFM-based compensation of vibration-related magnetic field perturbations. (A and B) Localized, non-water-suppressed 1H
NMR spectra from the human brain at 4 T in the absence of WFM-based B0 magnetic field compensation. (A) Line shape distortions and (B) sidebands
are clearly visible. (C and D) Localized, non-water-suppressed 1H NMR spectra in the presence of WFM-based B0 magnetic field compensation. The
Lorentzian line shape has been restored, whereas the sidebands are suppressed to within the spectral noise level. (E and F) Localized, water-suppressed 1H
NMR spectra in the absence of WFM-based B0 magnetic field compensation. While the absence of a large water signal has greatly reduced the vibration-
related sidebands, the line shape distortions due to residual eddy currents remain. Furthermore, in the case of incomplete water suppression, small but
coherent sidebands may become visible (arrows).
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(Fig. 4F). Furthermore, in the presence of incomplete
water suppression, small but coherent residual sidebands
may still be present (Fig. 4F). Note that the damped sinu-
soidal B0 compensation used for the in vivo experiments
was obtained on an in vitro sample with the identical
NMR pulse sequence and applied without further
modification.

Figs. 3 and 4 have demonstrated the applicability of
damped sinusoidal B0 compensation using a predetermined
B0 waveform stored in local memory. However, this
approach is highly pulse sequence specific and requires
the determination of new compensation wave forms for
each new NMR pulse sequence. A more general approach
can be obtained when the B0 compensation waveforms can
be derived from the response of a single, normalized mag-
netic field gradient pulse.
Figs. 5–7 summarize the requirements, and their experi-
mental verification, necessary for a general, sequence-inde-
pendent implementation of damped sinusoidal B0

compensation. First and foremost, the vibration-related
sidebands scale linearly with the applied magnetic field gra-
dient amplitude (Fig. 5A). Furthermore, part of the vibra-
tion-related sidebands scales approximately linearly with
the distance from the magnet isocenter (Fig. 5B), indicating
that complete compensation of vibration-related field per-
turbations will also require damped sinusoidal pre-empha-
sis of the linear gradients. Sidebands originating from
‘cross terms’ (e.g. sidebands originating from a gradient
applied in the x direction observed at an off-center z posi-
tion) were minimal and could be ignored. However, this
could be gradient-coil-specific and should be verified for
a given system.



Fig. 5. Vibration-related sidebands as a function of (A) gradient
amplitude and (B) spatial position. For all experiments, a 2 ms magnetic
field gradient in the z direction was used, although similar results were
obtained for magnetic field gradients in the x and y directions. The data in
(A) was obtained in the magnetic isocenter for the gradient amplitude
indicated. The spectral sidebands appear largely symmetrical with respect
to the on-resonance water signal. Note that data is presented as the
difference between measurements with G 6¼ 0 and G = 0. The residual on-
resonance water signal has been set to zero in order to high-light the
vibration sidebands. The data in (B) was obtained by mounting the sample
at the indicated z positions in the presence of a +60% magnetic field
gradient. The spectral sidebands appear largely anti-symmetrical with
respect to the on-resonance water resonance. Note that data is presented
as the difference between measurements at z 6¼ 0 and z = 0. The residual
on-resonance water signal has been set to zero in order to high-light the
vibration sidebands.
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In addition to linearity with respect to gradient ampli-
tude and spatial position (Fig. 5) it is also important that
the vibration-related sidebands are linearly additive with
respect to time. Fig. 6A and B show two separate NMR
sequences with a single gradient pulse and their respec-
tive vibration-related sidebands (Fig. 6D and E) as mea-
sured on a small, spherical phantom in the magnetic
isocenter. Fig. 6C shows the NMR sequence in which
the two gradient pulses are present at the exact same
temporal position relative to the acquisition window as
in Fig. 6A and B. The temporal magnetic field perturba-
tion and hence the vibration-related sidebands generated
by the two pulse sequence (Fig. 6G) is identical to the
sum of the vibration-related sidebands generated by the
sequences with a single gradient pulse (Fig. 6F). This
indicates that once the response of a single gradient pulse
is known, the performance of an entire sequence of mul-
tiple gradient pulses can be predicted. Linear addition of
temporal magnetic field perturbations also holds for gra-
dient pulses along orthogonal directions, as well as for
responses measured out of the magnetic isocenter (data
not shown).

Finally, it is important that the temporal magnetic field
perturbations are independent of the sample. Specific for
the Bruker 4 T system at Yale, the railings that support
the patient bed run directly on the bottom of the gradient
coils. If the vibration-related sidebands are caused by direct
vibration of the patient bed and/or RF coil assembly, it can
be expected that the vibration-related sidebands are a func-
tion of the patient weight. Fig. 7A shows that this is not the
case; the vibration-related sidebands measured on a small
water-filled sphere mounted to an empty or a loaded
(+80 kg) patient bed are identical. Further support for
the observation that vibration-related sidebands are not
caused by direct vibration of the patient bed and/or RF
coil assembly is provided by the fact that the sidebands
observed in Fig. 7A are identical when the phantom is
mounted on a wooden beam which does not touch the gra-
dient coils directly (data not shown).

5. Discussion

Here we have presented the characterization and com-
pensation of vibration-related magnetic field perturbations.
Previous work [11], as well as a large number of systematic
experiments performed here have established that the asso-
ciated phase modulation can be accurately described by
damped sinusoidal functions. Using this functional
relationship the phase modulations could be approximated,
and subsequently compensated, to within the spectral noise
level.

The current implementation for compensation of vibra-
tion-related magnetic field perturbations is highly specific
for a given NMR pulse sequence. A more generally appli-
cable method would calculate the temporal magnetic field
perturbation for a given NMR pulse sequence from the
response of a single, normalized magnetic field gradient
input. Several of the more stringent requirements underly-
ing these calculations were experimentally tested here.
Firstly, the vibration-related magnetic field amplitude per-
turbations varied linearly with the magnetic field gradient
strength, whereas the vibration-related sideband frequency,
phase and decay constant were constant. A small fraction
of the sidebands showed a linear dependence on spatial
position, such that complete characterization and compen-
sation of sidebands requires modulation of the first-order
gradients in addition to the B0 magnetic field. Secondly,
the response of the magnetic field to a magnetic field gradi-
ent input is temporally additive. Therefore, once the
response to a single, normalized gradient input is known,
the response to any arbitrary gradient sequence can be cal-
culated by simple (temporal) shifting and scaling. Of
course, a generally applicable method would not be possi-
ble if the vibration-related sidebands vary with the sample
under investigation. Fortunately, from the experiments
presented here no correlation between sample shape, size
and weight and vibration-related sidebands was observed.



Fig. 6. (A–C) NMR pulse sequences to test the temporal linearity of vibration-related phase modulations. The magnetic field gradients G1 and G2 in (C)
are identical in amplitude, duration and temporal position as those in (A) and (B). (D and E) Spectral sidebands as generated by the sequences shown in
(A) and (B). Note that all spectra shown are calculated as the difference between G1/G2 6¼ 0 and G1/G2 = 0. The residual on-resonance water signal has
been set to zero in order to high-light the vibration sidebands. (F) Sum of (D) and (E). (G) Spectral sidebands as generated by the sequence shown in (C).
The sidebands in (F) and (G) are identical to within experimental accuracy.
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In fact, to obtain compensation for sidebands on the
human brain in vivo we used the sidebands measured and
quantified on a spherical phantom in vitro.

Given that the basic requirements are met, there are sev-
eral methods by which a generic method of vibration-
related sideband compensation can be implemented. With
modern digital signal processing (DSP) chips, compensa-
tion of regular, exponential eddy currents is calculated in
real-time. While a similar approach could also be used
for the more general case of damped sinusoidal magnetic
field perturbations, it remains to be demonstrated if mod-
ern DSP chips have sufficient computing power and speed
to calculate 40–50 damped sinusoids within a small fraction
of the spectral dwell-time. A computationally less intensive
method would be to combine the currently implemented
waveform memory technique with a simpler DSP algo-
rithm. The exact magnetic field amplitude, duration and
temporal position are readily extracted from the pulse
sequence program, such that the temporal response of the
magnetic field can be calculated prior to the experiment
and stored in local memory. The response related to vari-
able gradients, like phase-encoding or diffusion gradients,
can be stored in a separate waveform memory, and follow-
ing appropriate scaling, summed with the response of the
constant part as the sequence is executed.

In the present study, the temporal magnetic field B0 per-
turbations were minimized by feeding a compensating cur-
rent into the B0 coil. However, many clinical systems are
not equipped with a B0 coil. Fortunately, a similar level
of compensation can be expected by modulating the recei-
ver phase during acquisition and recalculating the RF
phase modulation during transmission in order to track
the temporally varying phase.

It should be noted that for the current application of sin-
gle-volume MRS, a similar level of compensation could
have been achieved through post-acquisition methods
[8,9]. The B0 magnetic field modulation could have been
estimated from an in vitro water signal obtained with the
same sequence and then applied to the in vivo time domain
signal. However, when many different MR methods are
used, or when extended acquisitions are required (e.g.
MRSI, 2D NMR), the post-acquisition methods becomes
time-consuming and impractical. Furthermore, in the pres-
ence of spatially varying magnetic field modulations



Fig. 7. Sample dependence of vibration-related sidebands. (A) The
spectral sidebands measured on a small in vitro spherical sample mounted
to an empty patient bed or a patient bed loaded with 80 kg of water bottles
are identical to within experimental accuracy. (B) The spectral sidebands
as measured with LASER localization on a large water sphere in vitro or
the human brain in vivo are identical to within experimental accuracy.
Note that the in vitro spectrum was broadened by circa 7 Hz in order to
match the in vitro and in vivo line widths.
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(Fig. 5B) post-acquisition methods can no longer provide
complete compensation. In addition, post-acquisition
methods only allow compensation during signal acquisi-
tion. The results presented in Figs. 5–7 indicate that a hard-
ware-based approach can be developed that allows
complete compensation that is transparent for the end-
user, works for any method during the entire time span
of the sequence and can compensate zero, as well as first-
order spatially varying magnetic field modulations.

The immediate applications of the described method are
primarily in MR spectroscopy and spectroscopic imaging.
In conventional, water-suppressed MRS and MRSI the
presented method will lead to greatly improved spectral
line shapes, which will aid in metabolite quantification.
However, even more promising is the potential for non-
water-suppressed MRS and MRSI. The large water signal
can be used for phase and frequency correction, internal
concentration referencing and as an objective measure for
accepting or rejecting spectra in large MRSI datasets.
However, vibration-related sidebands overlapping with
the small metabolite signals have largely prevented non-
water-suppressed MRSI. The presented method reduces
vibration-related sidebands to such a degree that non-
water-suppressed MRSI becomes a reality. Note that while
MRS on small volumes only requires B0 magnetic field
compensation, MRSI over larger volumes requires both
B0, as well as linear gradient field compensation. Dreher
and Leibfritz [15] have presented a NMR-based method
to separate vibration-related sidebands from metabolite
signals. While very robust and easy to implement, the
method requires two separate scans and is not as generally
applicable as the hardware-based method presented here.

As has been shown by others [11], vibration-related
NMR sidebands and acoustic noise are likely to have the
same, or at least very closely related origins. As such it
can be expected that some of the novel strategies to reduce
the acoustic noise level will also lead to a reduction in mag-
netic field perturbations and hence NMR sidebands. A par-
ticularly promising approach was presented by Mansfield
and coworkers in which the vibrational modes and the
acoustic noise of the gradient coils were substantially
reduced by using solid plates and balanced loops [22,23].
Future studies will be required to establish if this approach
is also suitable for reducing vibration-related sidebands.
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